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Renormalization, Galois symmetries and motives

Work of Connes and Kreimer showed that the pro edure of renormalization in perturbative quantum eld theory known as the BPHZ method,
when formulated using Dimensional Regularization and Minimal Subtra tion as
an asso iated regularization pro edure, admits a geometri interpretation as the
Birkho fa torization of loops in the Lie group of omplex points of the aÆne
group s heme dual to a ommutative Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs. Inspired
by the work of Connes{Kreimer and by eviden e olle ted in Feyman diagrams
al ulations by Broadhurst and Kreimer indi ating the presen e of multiple zeta
values, Pierre Cartier onje tured that the Connes{Kreimer Hopf algebra should
be related to the symmetries of multiple zeta values, and hen e to the motivi
Galois groups of mixed Tate motives. One diÆ ulty in approa hing this onje ture of Cartier was the fa t that the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra is dependent
on the parti ular physi al theory one is onsidering, while the symmetries of
multiple zeta values and of mixed Tate motives are not a priori asso iated to
any parti ular physi al theory.
In joint work with Connes we proved this onje ture of Cartier. The main
step onsisted of showing that the divergen es of a renormalizable QFT an
be parameterized by a lass of di erential systems with irregular singularities
( at equisingular onne tions) on a prin ipal G bundle (G being the group of
hara ters of the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of a given physi al theory) over
a spa e that is the produ t of an in nitesimal pun tured disk (the omplexied dimension z of DimReg) and a non-zero omplex parameter z , whi h xes
the energy s ale. This formulation of the data of perturbative renormalization
makes it possible to unify the data of di erent theories inside a single ategory
of di erential systems up to gauge equivalen e, the ategory of at equisingular
ve tor bundles. We proved that this is a Tannakian ategory, hen e equivalent
to the ategory of nite dimensional linear representations of an aÆne group
s heme. The latter is a semidire t produ t of the multipli ative group by the
pro-unipotent aÆne group s heme of the free graded Lie algebra with one generator in ea h degree. By a result of Deligne and Gon harov, this is known to
be a motivi Galois group of a ategory of mixed Tate motives, although we do
not have a anoni al identi ation between equisingular onne tions and Tate
motives.
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